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Brown People Camping (@brownpeoplecamping) is a social media initiative that
advocates for greater diversity, equity, access, and social justice in the outdoors.

Disabled Hikers (@disabledhikers) is a leading disability justice advocate for
inclusion and accessibility in the outdoors. Founded in 2018 by Syren Nagakyrie,
they write trail guides, lead group hikes, consult with parks and organizations,
present at workshops, feature articles and podcasts, maintain a website and social
media presence, and advocate for social change.

Fat Girls Hiking (@fatgirlshiking) champions fat activism, body liberation, and
outdoor community, taking the shame and stigma out of the word FAT and
empowering it. Their motto “Trails Not Scales” promotes self-care in the outdoors.
Fat Girls Hiking holds space for fat and marginalized folks to come together in
community in order to create safer spaces in the outdoors and access outdoor
spaces in a way that meets their needs.

Hunters of Color (@huntersofcolor) is a community of individuals passionate about
hunting, conservation, and promoting the message that "The Outdoors is for
Everyone." Their mission is to create accessible, equitable opportunities for Black,
Indigenous, and All People of Color (BIPOC) in conservation and hunting by
dismantling barriers to entry through educational opportunities, mentorship, and
providing resources.

Pattie Gonia (@pattiegonia)was born on a mountaintop in 2018, strutting along a
trail in six-inch heels. The community she founded has brought together more
than 750,000 people to celebrate the outdoors and queerness and, hopefully, save
the planet. In 2022, Pattie Gonia (who goes by WynWiley when out of drag)
co-founded the Outdoorist Oath, which fosters outdoor community for BIPOC,
queer, and underrepresented groups.

Unlikely Hikers (@unlikelyhikers) is a diverse, anti-racist, body-liberating outdoor
community featuring the underrepresented outdoors person. They are an
Instagram community, a nationwide hiking group, and podcast. Unlikely Hikers is
for adventurers who are plus-size & fat, Black, Indigenous, People of Color, queer,
trans and non-binary, disabled, neurodivergent and beyond.


